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Word from the camp leaders

Did you know that this is the first time we are going on camp to
Merksplas?
Did you know that leader Annabel has been camp leader for 3
years?
Did you know that every night when we went to sleep, leader Silke
held the hand of leader Annabel because she was a bit homesick?
Did you know that leader Ianka's favorite camp dance so far is
"Can't Hold Us"?
Did you know that it is leader Silke's first year as a camp leader but
unfortunately also her last year as a leader?
Did you know that Alice in Wonderland is now for the second time
our camp theme? It is such a fun camp theme that we wanted to
use it again!
Did you know that leaders Ianka and Imke are the new camp
leaders who will organize the best camps for many years to come?
Did you know that leaders Silke and Annabel have been together in
the chiro for 16 years?
Did you know that leader Imke fell into the sea with all her clothes
on pre-camp and got a price for it?
Did you know that a camp with chiro girls Sint-Bartel is the eleven
most magical moments of the year?

Did you know that we will be going to camp with no less than 4 camp
leaders this summer! We'll introduce ourselves and the bivouac
through a few fun, crazy and maybe weird know-your-own facts.

We already can't wait to finally leave on camp!

Unimaginable kisses and hugs!

Annabel, Ianka, Imke and Silke
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Word from the VB's

2020, the summer in which 30 years after my very first Chiro camp
(Neerpelt 1990) I now as a VB and cooking parent felt Chiro itch again
to the tips of my toes! How does that feel, you ask?

Not being able to sleep the night before departure, 1000 jitters in your
stomach!
The most delicious cup of coffee to wake up to, in the kitchen tent....
Watching little pinkels run by at 8am with smiles to the washroom....
Seeing the moon over the tents from your easy chair by the fire
basket....
Being dead tired but still getting up every day with the biggest smile....
Handing out the mail in the food tent....
Watching the kwiks fiercely rage at the dirtiest of nastiest games....
Getting goose bumps at the camp dance...
Seeing aspiranten full of fire doing their apprenticeship with a
younger department...
Drying tears when feeling homesick in the evening, but knowing that a
new day with a happy face will follow in the morning...
Working with the cooking parents to do the potato coat or the dishes
together and making lame jokes....
Seeing the dining tent on fire when singing after dinner....
Organizing a storytelling tour with the cooking parents and seeing the
twinkle in the eyes of the speelclub
Seeing the tiptiens lashing and grunting at the camp decorations....
Enthusiastic leaders playing the camp story to tense audiences
A cooking father taking his guitar during the flat rest, singing along
and enjoying....
Getting the giggles at the leadership circle at five to midnight....
Pudding for 135 people...
Feeling the silence and connection during the torchlight procession....
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22 leaders who together form a team, even though it sometimes
clashes ...
To see brave little pinkels survive their first camp with flying colours
and above all super enthusiastically...
Letting your feet soak in a cup...
Wondering when spontaneous dance sessions arise and 101 Chiro girls
are captivated by each other's talents...
Seeing a row of children with gleaming eyes as the food is served....
Enjoying a coffee and a cookie when everything takes a break after the
big dishes are done....
Feeling like a chiromaniac again and giving it your all during the act on
the Bonte Ring...
A cosy aperitif...
Sleeping, eating, playing, living outside... to the rhythm of the wind
and the sun...
11 days of being away from the world...
Not being able to sleep the first night at home either, because your
head is so full of memories and your heart is beating too hard for it!

Writing this and wishing it was already here again.... 

Together with Line, all the teachers 
and cooking parents I look forward 
looking forward to a 
supermegaformidastic 
bivouac to remember. 

Warm Chiro Greetings
Griet 
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Pinkels
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Speelclub
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 Tien dagen lang gaat de leiding van Chiro Sint-Bartel

op zoek naar dé kwik die alles kan. Die ene persoon

die alle opdrachten tot een goed einde brengt, wint

het spel en staat vanaf dan bekend als de Kwik

Universalis.  

KWIK UNIVERSALIS
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Puuttttt 

Beste kandidaten, jullie zijn nog met 27. Maar, niet voor

lang meer. De opdracht van vandaag is simpel: maak een

woordzoeker. Let op! Het is niet gemakkelijk! Wie er in

slaagt deze woordzoeker op te lossen, mag mee op kamp.

Puuttttt
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Tippers
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DOE DE TEST! WELK
PERSONAGE BEN JIJ?

Outer

banks

Wat is jouw lievelingseten? 

Wat is jouw favoriete
bezigheid?

Op wat slaap je het liefst? In wat zou je je het liefst verkleden?

Zwitserse schijven + witte saus + 
bloemkool
Hoorntjes
Nasi goreng
Kip + gebakken patatjes

1
 
2
3
4

Platte rust
Avondspel
Quiz
Wild/actief spel

1
2
3
4

Tweepersoonsmatras
Veldbed
Matje
Luchtmatras 

1
2
3
4

Wat is jouw favoriete
chiroactiviteit?

Pastafestijn
KK
Wafelenbak
Oudersfeest/Wandeling

1
2
3
4

TIPTIENS

Hoe 'was' je je het liefst?

Deo
Vochtige doekjes
Koude buitendouche
Warme binnendouche

1
2
3
4

Wat is jouw lievelingsliedje? 

Het bivakslied
Het ketilied
'Met liefs'...
'En dit is de historie...'

1
2
3
4

Wat is jouw favoriete afdeling?

Alice  in Wonderland
Het konijn
De hartenkoningin
De rups

1
2
3
4

Pinkels
Kwiks
Tiptiens
Aspi's

1
2
3
4
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'Op straat en zag wahed meisje.
Zei tegen haar ewaa wat kijk je?

Soms kost het een prijsje, 
dus ik neem haar mee op reisje!

Ik zet d'r op een lijstje!
Ik geef haar wahed suikerwafel!

Eeyy je moet niet kijken! 
Ze blijft plakken net als kleien!'

ZOEK DE FOUT
IN DE

SONGTEKST:

Meest aantal 
keer 1

Meest aantal 
keer 2

Meest aantal 
keer 3

Meest aantal 
keer 4

 JOHN BKIARA POPE JJ
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Aspi's
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Alice in Wonderland

We all know the feeling as if we just woke up from a magical dream.
You almost dare not believe all that you have experienced and yet it all
feels so real. 

Alice knows the feeling all too well! 
When Alice was a little girl she had the craziest dream ever. 
The adventure began when she walked behind a rabbit with a red vest
and a pocket watch. This rabbit took her to the most wonderful world
she had ever seen.

Flowers could sing, birds were made of pencils, there was a purple
striped cat that could just disappear into thin air. Alice was invited to
have tea and celebrate her non-birthday. She had never heard of
anything so strange but she thought it was all very nice.

But Alice wouldn't be herself if she didn't work herself into a little bit
of trouble. She was sent by the Queen of Hearts out of Wonderland 
because she had cheated in a game of flamingo cricket. 

Every time Alice visits Wonderland in her
dream Wonderland, she experiences a new 
and crazy adventure! 

The next time Alice goes to Wonderland 
she will not be alone. Because all the girls of 
Chiro Sint-Bartel will come along on the 
adventure. Because if  there is something we are 
good at then it is the cutest and craziest adventures
 during our camp.
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What do we put in our suitcase?

It is very important that you have everything with you at camp,
therefore the following list to make sure nothing is forgotten. May we
also ask you to sign as many things as possible!

We would like to ask the parents of the Pinkels and Speelclub to attach
a list with everything they have in their suitcase. This is a great help
for the leaders.
It is always useful to have a bag with the clothes for one day. This
prevents a lot of searching and messy suitcases.

It is best to put your belongings in a suitcase or a well-sealed bag. For
the Aspi's and Tiptiens, a backpack will also come in handy. Because
with a suitcase on wheels it is difficult to leave on a two-day trip.

Equipment for

sleeping

-sleeping bag

- blanket

- air mattress or

camp bed

- pump

- stuffed toy

- pyjamas slaapzak

 

Clothes- 12 underpants- 12 pair of socks- T-shirts and/or tops- light sweater- warm sweaters- shorts and/or skirts- long pants
- raincoat

Footwear
- solid walking shoes

(the elders go on

tweedaagse and the

others on a dagtochtt)

- light playing shoes

- boots
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Stuff for when the

weather is nice 

- sun hat or cap

- sun cream and

sunglasses

- swimsuit, bathing

cap, 

bath towel

And also- laundry bag- backpack- identity card- glasses case- medicines- drink bottle- kitchen towel

From the Kwiks onwards everyone
wears the full uniform. Speelclub and
Pinkels may of course also do so, but it is
not yet mandatory. We want to show
everyone that we are from the Chiro and
therefore we all wear a beige skirt/pants
and a red T-shirt. During the opening we
wear stockings and closed shoes. If you
are still missing something, you can
always go to the Chiro store 'De Banier'.

Uniform

Washing supplies 
- washcloths

- towels
- toiletries (soap, comb

brush, shampoo)
- Toothbrush and

toothpaste
- hygienic equipment
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Registration for camp

You can register for the camp in two ways. There is the choice to
register at a registration time on Sunday afternoon or online.

The cost of the bivouac is €125 for the oldest member of the family
(boy or girl does not matter) and €115 for brothers and/or sisters.
There is also the possibility to pay the registration fee via an
installment plan. The registration fee will then be paid in three
installments. You will be given full details of payments at registration. 

Online registration
Registration is possible from June 3 to June 13, 2021. We will send you
the link with the form that needs to be completed in good time. Those
who are registered, transfer the appropriate amount to the account
below before June 20, 2021. 

Account number: BE36 7371 2729 6981 
Announcement: Bivak + name(s) daughter(s)

Registration time
On Sunday, June 13, we will be hosting a sign-up event at the
Korendries from 1:30 pm to 2:30 pm. Be sure to bring the registration
fee in cash. 

Registration is possible from June 3 until June 13. After that date it is
no longer possible to register your daughter(s) for the camp. We will
send you the link with the form that needs to be filled out in time.
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Corona - Camp 2021

We are all extremely relieved and happy that we get to go back to
camp this summer. Right now there are two options on how we will
organize the camp. Which of the two options it will be will depend on
the corona numbers. We will let you know in a timely manner how the
camp will ultimately be organized. 
Option 1
We will organize the camp in bubbles of 50 members. The camp will be
similar to last year. The camp site will be adapted to this bubble
system so that we can ensure safety. . 
Option 2
If the corona numbers allow it, it could also be that we are allowed to
camp in bubbles of 100 members. This will give us the space to
hopefully all go to camp together in a large bubble.

Unfortunately, we will not be able to host a visitation day this year
either, but getting letters and cards will be all the more fun. 

We would also like to emphasize that during the camp you can only
contact our adult supervisors, Line and Griet, and only in extreme
cases. The leaders are not reachable during the camp. 

Griet Delahaye: 0496 34 01 43
Line Herregods: 0486 40 41 62

We understand that these are difficult times, but we will always
communicate openly and honestly with you. You will receive all the
necessary information in good time, which we will streamline step by
step.  
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Departure and return
Everyone will be leaving on Thursday, July 22. We will not be using
public transportation this year, but ask that you bring your
daughter(s) to the camp site and pick them up again yourself. 

This will be done according to a strict time schedule. 
Thursday 22 July 2021 
- 12.00h: arrival bubble 1 girls 
- 13.00h: arrival bubble 2 girls 
Sunday 1st of August 2021
- 11.00am: departure bubble 1 girls 
- 12.00pm: arrival of bubble 1 boys
- 13.00h: departure of bubble 2 girls
- 14.00h: arrival bubble 2 boys

Like last year, we will go on camp in different bubbles. The camp
grounds will be completely adapted to this bubble system so that we
can ensure safety. 

We emphasize that it is extremely important that you respect these
hours. When the registrations are closed we will let you know which
bubble your child belongs to

Allowance
For Pinkels, Speelclub and Kwiks, 15 euros is definitely enough. 
Please give this to your daughter(s) in a small wallet. 
They can use their pocket money to buy stamps, cards,
 a sweet or a drink.
From the Tippers onwards, the children 
themselves are responsible for their
 own money.
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Green is the new gold

Chiro Sint-Bartel is also committed to doing its part to make our
planet more sustainable. We already made some changes, but you can
also help!

We strive to use no disposable washcloths since they do not promote a
sustainable society. The teachers hang enough clotheslines so that the
washcloths can dry every day.

Finally, we also encourage you to bring a water bottle instead of plastic
bottles. Together we can make the waste mountain a little smaller.

Lices
Every year we find that we have unwanted guests at camp. Be sure to
check for lice in advance.

Candy
Too much snacking is not good so that is why we leave
it at home. The kitchen makes sure we don't have to go
hungry or thirsty. They provide a good variety of
healthy and sweet snacks.

GSM
During camp, we do not need to be reachable at all.
From Pinkels to Kwiks we ask not to bring a cell phone.
For Tippers, Tiptiens and Aspis, arrangements will be
made within the department.
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Our address

Costumes

During camp, letters and cards are certainly welcome at the address
below! We find postal packages in all sizes and weights a bit
superfluous. Receiving a letter or card is just as much fun as a postal
package, maybe even more!  We do not want to make it a competition
to get the most mail.

Esberg vzw
T.A.V. name of the child

Hoekeinde 72-74
2330 Merksplas

 
May we ask the parents of the youngest children to make envelopes in
advance to which they should write or give labels. You may bring
envelopes and stamps, but these can also be purchased at the camp.

During the camp you can reach us FOR EMERGENCY via
one of our two adult counselors.

For group day and bontering, you
may dress up in 
someone from the movie Alice in
Wonderland. You certainly don't
have to buy a costume for this but
can get creative on your own. Let
your imagination run wild. 

Alice, the crazy hatter, the coal cat,
the queen of hearts.... Anything
goes!
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As in years past, you can follow the adventures of your dearest sprouts
day by day thanks to our camp radio. 

Camp radio is a system whereby we broadcast a report of our
adventures. This way you can listen to what your children are doing
every day. 

The system is very easy to use. We leave a voicemail message for you
to listen to over the phone.

Procedure to follow
You can call 24/24 on the number:

0900 - 10 020
(0.45 euro/minute)

The code for our accommodation is
 
 
 

               5800
       

                   Have fun listening!
 

Campradio
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Of course we are all going! Who wants to miss eleven days of camp
with the cutest leaders and the best cooking parents?

Camp leaders

Pinkels

       Itza                            Judith                           Louise
0473 46 36 99            0485 00 54 66           0470 26 07 32

Speelclub

      
       Clara                                Ine                                Jeanne                        Rozelien
0486 18 31 11            0489 44 83 56           0498 44 83 64           0471 08 05 77

Kwiks

     Ianka                            Imke                            Lisa                           Silke
0473 50 77 64            0487 39 67 55           0493 11 83 52            0488 07 39 10

Who will join us?

Annabel Goemaere     0479 74 52 36
Ianka Delvoye               0473 50 77 64
Imke De Roeck             0487 39 67 55
Silke Merckaert            0488 07 39 10
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We will be happy to answer any of your questions before camp. If you
would like additional information or have a question, please feel free
to call.

Once we leave for camp, the counselors will not be able to answer the
phone because they are very busy with the children.

As mentioned earlier, you can call our adult supervisors Line and Griet
during the camp. Who wants to stay informed about the events of the
camp can listen to the camp radio report every day or take a look at
our Facebook page Chiro Sint-Bartel Vrouwtjes.

Tippers

       Britt                            Iebe                             Kato
0476 62 66 75           0474 89 21 66           0497 94 30 55

Tiptiens

     Annabel                        Luka
0479 74 52 36           0471 41 57 71

Aspi's

    Amber                           Femke
0499 37 34 21           0468 08 35 03
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Who takes care of all that delicious food and so much more at camp?
Who has the best cooking parents in all of Chiroland? Who will make
sure we lick our plates?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Line and Bart 
Griet, Benoit, Floris and Klaas

Evy en Pieter, Vic and Lola 
Severine and Peter-Jan 
Isabelle, Salim and Nio

Eline

De cookies
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We hope this booklet has told you everything you need to know. If you
still have questions, please do not hesitate to contact one of the
leaders. 

The counselors and cooking parents have prepared the camp down to
the last detail and are doing everything they can to make it run as
smoothly and safely as possible for each bubble. 

One thing is certain: it will be an unforgettable camp!

De Banier is part of the Chiro group
and ensures that Chiro members
can go to more than 10 places in
Flanders for clothing and materials.
On the website you will find all
stores in Flanders.

www.debanier.be/winkels

Chirostore "De Banier"

Finally
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-  Everyone brings a mouth mask!
- Dropping off and picking up your daughter(s) is done on a punctual
schedule so that the bubbles do not overlap.
- Costumes: Alice in Wonderland character 
- Everyone's safety always comes first.

Forget-me-not

We're looking forward to it!
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Chiro Sint-Bartel meisjes


